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Chapelton – A Town Rich in History  

by Herma Killingbeck 

  

The forgotten capital. A sleepy town.  A ghost town.  Those are some of the ways that Chapelton has been 

described in recent years.  As a child growing up in the 60s and 70s, I knew it didn’t have the hustle and 

bustle of Kingston, but I remember a vibrancy on market day and a host of activities involving mostly school 

and church.   Among other things, people would come from neighbouring towns to go to the market or 

shops, go to the hospital and of course attend school. The generation before me talks about the heydays 

of Chapelton in the 1940s and 1950s, and it being “the economic hub of the parish”.  Looking further back, 

Chapelton was described in the 1916 Handbook of Jamaica as being of “considerable commercial 

importance” and Gleaner articles of that time point to it hosting many political and cultural events for the 

parish.     

However, Chapelton is described now, it is undisputedly rich in history, being home to at least three 

heritage sites – St. Paul’s Anglican Church, The Clock Tower and the Bust of Cudjoe.   Also, whether you 

were born and raised there or went to school in Chapelton, if you’re reading this, chances are it holds a 

special place in your heart.    

The Story behind a name  

So how did this area come to be called Chapelton? By the late 1600s, plantations had spread to the interior 

of the island.  As recounted in a 1907 Gleaner article, the English colonists who conquered the Spanish for 

Jamaica in 1655, got tired of travelling by horse and buggy down to the Cross Church in the May Pen area.  

They decided to build a “chapel of ease” close to the military barracks in upper Clarendon.  The area then 

became known as Chapel Town, which was eventually shortened to Chapelton.    
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St. Paul’s Anglican Church opened its doors in 

1666, with a major renovation completed in 

1907 significantly enlarging the original 

building.  Most sources list it as the third 

oldest Anglican Church in Jamaica, being now 

more than 355 years old.  The church housed 

the first primary school and much later on 

adult literacy classes were held in the church 

hall.   I remember how proud I was of adults 

who courageously attended and learned to 

read and write.     

The Clock Tower 

Whether you enter Chapelton from Greens Hill, Trafalgar Hill or 
Salem Hill, the Clock Tower is one of the first things you’ll see.  
Erected to commemorate the men from Clarendon who lost their 
lives in World War I, it’s where ceremonies still take place and 
where the clock continues to strike every hour and half hour, now 
97 years after its unveiling on April 20, 1925.    First proposed by 
the then rector of St. Paul’s, the Rev. E.E. Brice in 1919, 
construction of the tower started in August 1924.  At its unveiling 
by the then Governor of Jamaica, it was noted that although the 
costs had come in excess of the budgeted 670 pounds, there was 
no debt left on completion!   

Growing up, we did not have formal street names in Chapelton, so I 

was surpised to see that the streets in the town had actual names 

back then.   Also, the area that we referred to as Clock Tower was 

to be called Chapelton Tower Park.      

On a side note, the May Pen Clock Tower was constructed in 

memory of a beloved Dr. Robert Glaister Samuel Bell who lost his 

life crossing the Rio Minho on horseback after visiting a patient at 

Lucky Valley.  The plaque honouring those who lost their lives in 

WWI was added later.    

 

 

 

February 11, 1924  Gleaner 

April 21, 1925 Gleaner 
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A Maroon Connection  

Given our colonial history, Chapelton was also home to plantations (white circles on the map below), 

including at Danks and Suttons where sugar and rum were the main products.     

In 1690, the Suttons plantation (named after its 

original owner John Sutton) was the site of one of the 

earliest and most impactful rebellions in Jamaica, with 

between three and four hundred enslaved people 

rising up against the white overseers.   Those who 

survived, joined the Maroons in the north of 

Clarendon.  It's fitting then that a bust of Maroon Chief 

Cudjoe was installed adjacent to the Clock Tower in 

about 2005. 

 
 
 
 
Railway comes to Chapelton  
 
On September 3, 1913, there was great fanfare as the railway finally came to Chapelton from May Pen.  
First proposed in 1846, after going through several proposals and meeting with opposition, the extension 
of thirteen additional miles was finally approved in April 1912.   On the opening of the railway, it was 
suggested that Chapelton now needed a hotel.  A seed was planted. 
 
Hotel Chapelton  
 
…and yes, there was a hotel in Chapelton.    
It opened in 1915, as one of the first inland hotels 
catering to tourists, according to a long-time 
resident.  Unfortunately, it was destroyed by fire.  
Sources tell me it was located close to the old 
Anglican rectory, on the road from Green’s Hill into 
Chapelton.    
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Produced by James Robertson from land surveys of 
Jamaica between 1796 and 1799 and published in 1804  
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Chapelton All Age School  

My years at Chapelton School, from Grade 1 with Miss Thompson to Grade 6 with Mrs. Guy, are 

remembered with fondness and gratitude for the solid foundation it gave me.   Having its start in St. Paul’s 

Church Hall, Chapelton Primary School was officially opened in its current location as a government school 

in 1927 and is one of the oldest elementary schools in Clarendon.   At the opening ceremonies, there was 

a recounting of the controversy surrounding the location of the school.   The Education Department’s 

choice of the foot of Constitution Hill (Salem Hill?) was met with much opposition, however they refused 

to budge after hearing from the political representatives of the area and the School Board.   It took the 

Citizens’ Association to mount a successful appeal, resulting in the school being next to the police station.  

The Alms House, which was previously at the site, was moved to May Pen.     

In those days, children were not admitted to the school until seven years old.   At a 1929 meeting between 

the North Clarendon School Board and the Hon. J.A.G. Smith, the then KC, MLC for the parish, an appeal 

was made to have the Government establish infant schools.  In addition, a resolution was passed to lower 

the school age from seven to six, in order to “not have the little children waste precious years” and make 

“a good provision for the future”.  While pushing the government to do more, the school board was also 

practical and pushed back on a government mandate for children to attend school full days on Fridays.   

They recognized that this was not realistic for the rural area given some families depended on the children 

to help in the fields, prepare for market, or with the general household chores. 

At the opening of the primary school, 

there was an appeal put out for a 

secondary school to now be built in 

Chapelton.  That call was of course 

answered by the late Rev. Lester Robert 

Davy of the Congregational Church, with 

Clarendon College opening its doors in 

1942.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clarendon College  

When the school opened its doors on February 2, 1942, Clarendon College was fittingly named since it was 

the only secondary school in the parish.    Prior to then, students who went on past primary school had to 

leave home, which meant secondary school was truly not an option for many.  Note the motto at the time 

“ Lifting as we climb.”   For more on Clarendon College, see our December newsletter for A Walk Down 

Memory Lane by Loris Mills.   https://ccalumni.org/2021-04-fall-newsletter/  

https://ccalumni.org/2021-04-fall-newsletter/
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Salem United Church   

With Clarendon College being operated under the auspices of the United Church, this is a good time to give 

a bit of its history.   The United Church missionaries came to Jamaica in 1834, with instructions to 

concentrate in the rural areas.   In 1838, a church was started at the foot of Salem Hill by the first minister, 

Robert Jones.  With the building no longer in good condition, the church was moved to a new site in 1966, 

at the top of the hill where it currently sits.     

Children’s Homes  

Described as the only one of its kind in Clarendon, St. Monica’s Children Home opened its doors in 1953.  

Operated by the Anglican Diocese of Jamaica, St. Monica’s focuses on all aspects of a child’s well-being and 

remains a home for boys and girls from age four to eighteen.  St. Monica’s is located on beautiful grounds, 

on a hilltop just past Crossroads. The site was once the rectory for St. Paul’s Church.     

St. Augustine’s Place of Safety is located in Lower Chapelton, also on a hilltop across from Salem Hill.  It’s 

a government owned and operated home for boys in need of care and protection or who might have 

committed an offence.   Established in the 1940s, it is listed as being home to about 50 boys between ages 

eight and eighteen.    

Chapelton Hospital  

When the Chapelton Hospital was established in the 1800s as a 23-bed facility, it was soon recognized as 

not meeting the needs of the area it served.  Recent years saw services being cut, with a complete 

shutdown in 2019 for renovations which have stretched on.   The good news:  construction is underway 

with an expected reopening in July 2022.    

 

April 8, 1942 Gleaner   

February 4, 2022 Gleaner  - Flashback:  Clarendon College celebrates Silver 
Jubilee 
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The Capital Issue  

Growing up, I am sure I heard and definitely often repeated that Chapelton was the capital of Clarendon 

before May Pen.  It seems this might not have been so though.  Various Gleaner articles and impassioned 

letters to the editor reveal a long debate going over years, as to which was the capital town, Chapelton, 

May Pen or Four Paths!  This stemmed from the 1867 Law making the last change in the composition of 

the parishes and naming a capital or head town for all parishes except Clarendon.  Instead, it was noted 

that the governor would name a capital close to Lime Savannah.   From that, one source stated that May 

Pen was the capital while another source said Chapelton.   

It wasn’t until 1955 that a new bill was passed definitively naming May Pen as the capital.   I thought this 

then settled the issue until I came upon another letter to the Editor in 2012, taking exception to an article 

which stated that “Chapelton’s claim to being the first capital of Clarendon was undisputed”.   Not so quick 

said this reader, Chapelton was actually the second capital of Clarendon, with Cross (the location of the 

first parish church) being the first.   

So really, I don’t know if Chapelton was actually ever a named capital of Clarendon.  It certainly seemed to 

take on the duties of a capital though, hosting many civic and political meetings, being home to the minister 

for the parish (Hon. J.A.G. Smith), to the first war memorial for Clarendon, and the first secondary school.    

Linking the Present to the Past and the Future  

What struck me most from delving into the history of Chapelton was the high level of civic engagement, 

the work being done to make things better, especially in the area of education.  Of course,  the Chapelton 

of today is not the same as the Chapelton of my childhood, or that of the generations before.  However, as 

evidenced by the many Alumni associations, there are still people doing the work to keep building on the 

foundation that was laid down all those years ago.   

We also have abundant evidence of the fruits of their labour.  Dr. Hyacinth Broderick-Scott’s new book 

Clarendon College Who’s Who - Outstanding Past Students highlights some of these Chapeltonians or 

CCites who have achieved great things far and wide.   There are also those who might never get named, 

but they were working in the fields, selling in the market, demanding better of their political 

representatives, doing what was needed to send their children to school and make things better for all.   

“Progress can only be ensured by constant effort and will be gauged by brighter and higher standards on 

the march of time.  The goal is not stationary, and cannot be definitely and permanently fixed, and effort 

must not be relaxed….The present is appreciably in advance of the past, and progress demands that the 

future shall out-distance the present.”   Mr. C. D. Neilson, Inspector of Schools.  Letter to the North 

Clarendon Federation of Teachers at their half-yearly meeting held in August 1929 in Chapelton.     
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Sources:    

 April 22, 2013, Jamaica Observer – A forgotten capital – A resident reflects on historic Chapelton  

 The Handbook of Jamaica – 1916 – Page 413  

 November 27, 1907 Gleaner – St. Paul’s Church, Chapelton – The Work of Restoration 

Accomplished  

 https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/maps/caribbean/jamaica#zoom=14&lng=-77.266073&lat=18.081814 

 https://lbsatucl.wordpress.com/2015/11/09/visiting-lucky-valley-longville-and-suttons-

plantations-in-clarendon-jamaica/  

 https://jamaicaheritage.wordpress.com/category/clarendon/chapelton-clarendon/ 

 September 4, 1913 Gleaner – The Rio Minho Branch Railway is now formally opened by the 

Governor https://gleaner.newspaperarchive.com/kingston-daily-gleaner/1913-09-04/page-6/ 

 April 20, 1927 Gleaner – Opening of the new Chapelton School 

https://gleaner.newspaperarchive.com/kingston-daily-gleaner/1927-04-20/page-21/ 

 August 26, 1929 Gleaner - North Clarendon Association of Teachers has Meeting  

https://gleaner.newspaperarchive.com/kingston-daily-gleaner/1929-08-26/page-14/ -  

 September 23, 1929 Gleaner – North Clarendon Board tells Parish Member of Educational Wants 

https://gleaner.newspaperarchive.com/kingston-daily-gleaner/1929-09-23/page-17/ 

 February 4, 2022 Gleaner – Clarendon College celebrates Silver Jubilee https://jamaica-

gleaner.com/article/esponsored/20220204/photo-flashback-february-2-1967-clarendon-college-

celebrates-silver 

 April 2, 2016 Gleaner – Salem United Church celebrates 178 years 

https://gleaner.newspaperarchive.com/kingston-gleaner/2016-04-02/page-21/ 

 November 29, 2021 Gleaner - https://jamaica-gleaner.com/article/news/20211129/june-2022-

projected-reopening-chapelton-hospital 

 January 9, 2012 Gleaner – Chapelton actually not Clarendon’s first capital - 

https://gleaner.newspaperarchive.com/kingston-gleaner/2012-01-09/page-9/ 

 September 16, 1999 – Interesting Historical Highlights - 

https://gleaner.newspaperarchive.com/kingston-gleaner/1999-09-16/page-15/ 

 https://www.anglicandioceseja.org/?page_id=526 

 https://www.forjamaica.org/projects/15-orphanages/2012/36-st-augustine 
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